There is very little research on the impact to building energy thermal comfort performance from nonthermally broken balconies. Balconies are a common feature of many high-rise buildings. They are exposed portions of the floor slabs, which, unlike the rest of the building envelope, are not thermally insulated. Building codes are somewhat ambiguous with how to treat balconies for thermal protection. Because of that, balcony slab connections act as large thermal bridges that cause excessive heat loss and gains from and to the interior space and poor indoor thermal comfort. This paper introduces the results of a research study that evaluated the effect of insulated thermal breaks in balconies on the envelope thermal performance and the overall building energy performance using an experiment and a parametric energy analysis.
INTRODUCTION
One of the biggest problems in multi-family residential high-and low-rise buildings is thermal bridging in the building envelope. The most common thermal bridges in the building envelope occur at balcony slabs, which are a common feature in the US multi-family residential buildings.
Such balcony slab connections in combination with floor-to-ceiling fenestration are not properly detailed and almost never are insulated, which leads to a poor building thermal performance and increased energy consumption.
Thermal bridges in general, and balcony slab/slab edge connections in particular, can cause multiple thermal problems. The main problem is the increased heat loss in winter and heat gain in summer through highly conductive elements. Heat loss and gain are associated with high building annual energy consumption, utility bills, and greenhouse gas emission. Additionally, cold indoor floor slabs at the building perimeter contribute to the occupants' thermal discomfort in winter. Cold indoor floor slabs are not only uncomfortable but also can cause condensation on the interior surfaces, which can lead to material deterioration and mold growth.
Thermal bridges at balcony slab connections cause high indoor-outdoor temperature fluctuations throughout a day, which can lead to structural problems, such as cracks in concrete or corrosion in metal reinforcement.
Thermal bridges at balcony connections and slab edges is a problem that should not be ignored as they occupy a significant percentage of building vertical envelopes. A simple calculation shows that slab edges can occupy 7%-35% of the exterior wall depending on a floor-to-ceiling height and the amount of fenestration (Finch) .
The solution to the balcony slab thermal bridge problem is thermal breaks. Thermal breaks are thermally insulating structural elements that separate the balcony slab from the floor slab and reduce heat transfer through this connection. A schematic detail of a balcony thermal break is shown in Figure 1 . Thermal breaks are composed of thermal insulation between concrete slabs and structural reinforcement connected to the reinforcement bars in the floor and balcony slabs. Insulation materials typically include extruded polystyrene, expanded polystyrene, and mineral wool. Structural reinforcement can be made of regular rebar steel or stainless steel that is less thermally conductive. Thermal breaks do not completely stop heat transfer through balcony connection -it still occurs through metal reinforcement that can occupy 10%-20% of the cross sectional area. However, they significantly reduce heat transfer through the remaining 80%-90% of concrete slab. The thermal break performance is affected by reinforcement bar diameter, number of structural elements, exterior wall U-value, and the size of balcony slabs.
The objective of the research study presented here was to evaluate the effect of insulated thermal breaks in balconies on the envelope thermal performance and the overall building energy performance using an experiment and a parametric energy analysis.
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

Experimental setup
An experiment was conducted to compare envelope thermal performance in spaces with and without balcony thermal breaks. The research team selected a 14-story multi-family residential building in Chicago (ASHRAE climate zone 5A). The building has 10 south-facing balconies at each floor between the floors 4 and 14. All balconies except the four balconies on the 13 th floor were constructed as part of the monolithic floor slabs, which is a conventional construction practice. The selected four balconies were insulated from the floor slabs with thermal break elements. The building envelope at the south façade was entirely made of floor-to-ceiling insulated glazing units. The typical balcony dimensions were 14 ft. by 8 ft.
The study's objective is to compare thermal performance of thermally-broken balconies and control balconies by monitoring concrete slab temperatures at different locations on the same floor. At the time of the building construction, a total number of 52 type-K thermocouple sensors (TC) were imbedded into eight selected balconies and interior floor slabs. Each balcony had one exterior and three interior thermocouple sensors located at 1 ft., 2 ft., and 3 ft. from the perimeter of the residential units. Two balconies lined with thermal breaks on two sides had two additional thermocouples imbedded in the exterior slab between thermal breaks and in the interior floor slab at 1 ft. from the perimeter. Thus, the thermocouples form seven corresponding controlthermal break pairs. All thermocouples were connected to data loggers located in the common corridor and accessible to the research team. A detail of one of the equipment setups is shown is Figure 2 .
Figure 2. Detail of the experimental setup (S -thermocouple).
As part of this study, the research team also monitored local weather conditions, including ambient air temperature; relative air humidity; wind speed, and direct solar radiation in order to obtain more accurate experimental results. To observe these local weather variables, the research team installed a weather station at the southeast corner of the roof of the studied building ( Figure 3) . 
Results and discussion
The analysis in this section was conducted using slab temperature data monitored at a five-minute interval in February, 2016 (February 7 th to March 6 th ). Local weather conditions were also monitored at a five-minute interval. During the period selected for this analysis, the ambient air temperature did not go below 4.5°F (measured by the weather station). The measured data is shown in Figures 4 and 5.
The following observations were made:
1. Exterior balcony temperatures are approximately the same between the control and thermally-broken slabs.
2. Interior slab temperatures of thermally-broken floors are generally lower than those of the control floors. The indoor air temperature was set to be 70°F, however the interior space conditions inside of the residential units were not explicitly monitored. The analyzed data were collected before these residential units were occupied.
3. In general, exterior-interior temperature gradient closely follows the ambient air temperature. It is significantly lower during sunny days when solar radiation heats up the balconies almost up to indoor floor slab temperatures. At daytime during sunny conditions, the difference in balcony geometry and shading makes it difficult to draw consistent conclusions on how much thermal breaks affect slab temperatures. Therefore our analysis mainly focuses on conditions when the sunlight is minimized (night-time and cloudy conditions). During such conditions, temperature gradients of thermally- broken slabs are consistently lower than those of uninsulated slabs, by an average of 1.5°F. It significantly increases during cold days reaching up to 5°F-8°F. Lower temperature gradient in balconies with thermal breaks implies lower thermal conduction and heat loss through the envelope.
There is some variability to the indoor and outdoor slab temperature for different pairs of sensors due to different balcony geometry, orientation, and solar exposure. All the studied balconies are placed at a different angle and are shaded by the façade and exterior shear walls differently during the daytime.
To visualize the thermal effect of balcony thermal breaks, a typical section through the balcony connection that represented both studied conditions was modeled using THERM software by LBNL. A thermal analysis of this connection was conducted for the worst winter condition during the experimental period (4.5°F dry-bulb air temperature and 30% relative humidity). The incident solar radiation was assumed to be zero (night condition). The interior room condition was assumed to be 70°F dry-bulb air temperature and 30% relative humidity. The Figure 6 shows the slab temperature distribution across the modeled section as isothermal lines and a color gradient where the purple color is the lowest and the red is the highest temperature.
The isothermal images show the reduction in the slab temperature due to the thermal break. The interior slab temperature next to the glazing frame increases from 25°F to 37.5°F while the exterior slab temperature outside of the glazing frame decreases from 17.5°F to 12.5°F, which can be explained by the reduced heat transfer through this connection. Both figures show that the heat loss through the slab is reduced as the heat flow through the concrete floor slab is interrupted by the thermal break. One has to note here that balcony thermal performance is highly dependent on the exact placement of thermal breaks, which have to be correctly lined up with the glazing unit.
ENERGY STUDY
Study description
In order to evaluate a wider energy-saving effect of balcony thermal breaks on a variety of common multi- family residential building designs, the research team conducted a parametric whole-building energy study. The study was conducted using energy models of a multi-family residential building ( Figure 7 ) and the tested parameters included the following:
-Number of stories: 5 and 20 -Window to wall ratio WWR: 40% and 100% -Balcony geometry: single and continuous -Glazing U-value: U-0.55 and U-0.35 -Exterior wall R-value: R-0 and R-20
The number of stories were selected to represent a typical mid-rise (5 stories) and a typical high-rise building (20 stories). The WWR of 40% represents the maximum allowable value by ASHRAE 90.1 Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings. The WWR of 100% represents an inefficient but very common architectural practice in multi-family residential buildings. Each residential unit had either two 20' x 6' balconies for both orientations (for single balcony geometry) or a continuous 6' deep balcony wrapped around the unit perimeter (for continuous balcony geometry).
Model assumptions
Some modeling assumptions are listed below: -The modeled building was square in plan (90 ft. by 90 ft.) with four residential units per floor occupying the southeast, southwest, northwest, and northeast corners (Figure 8 ). The floor-to-floor height was 10 ft. Each three-bedroom unit was approximately 1,750 ft 2 with an assumed people occupancy of four people per unit. Thus, the five-story building had 20 residential units (a total area of 39,700 ft 2 ) and the 20-story building had 80 units (a total area of 158,000 ft 2 ).
-The residential floors were placed above the groundlevel podium and had no thermal adjacency to the ground. -The building internal heat gains (lighting, receptacle, and people loads) were based on the default values of ASHRAE 90.1-2007. -The residential units heating and cooling were provided by the hot-water loop served by two natural-draft boilers (80% efficiency) and singlezone packaged air-conditioning units (10.2 EER). -Air ventilation was provided through common corridors by the central makeup air unit (DX cooling EER of 11 and furnace efficiency of 80%) with a variable-frequency drive. -Domestic hot water flow was assumed to be 7 gallon/hour per residential unit served by a dedicated 80% efficient natural gas heater.
Analysis and discussion
Annual energy simulations were performed for each of the 24 parameter combinations for a case of uninsulated monolithic balconies and for a case of thermally-broken balconies (total of 48 simulations). The simulations were performed for the climate of Chicago using the O'Hare International Airport TMY3 weather file.
The heat transfer coefficient through the exterior wall was assumed to be 0.859 Btu/hft 2 °F for the uninsulated balcony case (monolithic concrete slab) and 0.213 Btu/hft 2 °F for the thermally broken balcony case (concrete slab with thermal break). These values were based on the energy study by Morrison Hershfield (Morrison Hershfield). The calculated annual heating, cooling, and total energy consumption was compared to find out energy reduction and cost savings.
Adding balcony thermal breaks reduces the heat transfer coefficient (U-value) of exterior walls thus reducing thermal conduction through building envelope. Thermal conduction, which is driven by the temperature difference between the conditioned indoor space and the outdoor environment, is the main process responsible for building heat loss during cold months. In Chicago Cold climate zone 5A, for example, the maximum temperature difference in winter can be 80°F (calculated as the difference between the space setpoint of 70°F and the heating design temperature of -10°F). For the same climate zone, the maximum temperature difference in summer is only 17°F (calculated as the difference between the space setpoint of 75°F and the cooling design temperature of 92°F).
The thermal insulation effect created by adding balcony thermal breaks is naturally more pronounced in winter months in heating-dominated climates. In Chicago's climate, for example, they can help reduce annual heating consumption by 1%-6%. At the same time, balcony thermal breaks produce a negative effect in summer months as they increase annual cooling energy consumption. This occurs because they reduce nighttime cooling through more conductive exterior walls that was previously available. Typical thermal conduction through the building envelope for the uninsulated balcony case and the thermally-broken balcony case is illustrated by Figure 9 , which shows a week in winter and a week in summer. Tables 2  and 3 show energy reduction and cost savings.
Parametric study results
The inclusion of balcony thermal breaks can reduce total building annual consumption by 1%-3% depending on configuration of building parameters. In general, balcony thermal breaks have a larger energy-saving effect in taller buildings (20 stories) in which exterior walls compose a larger portion of the total building envelope. Similarly, the energy-saving effect is more pronounced in buildings with continuous balconies in which balconies have a larger area of contact with exterior walls than in case of single balconies. Energy savings due to balcony thermal breaks are larger in buildings with lower window to wall ratio -low window to wall ratio means that the thermal effect of opaque exterior walls, and therefore of balcony slabs, is higher. Finally, balcony thermal breaks play a more important role in buildings with poorly-insulated envelope. In the current parametric study, balcony thermal breaks helped achieve the highest energy savings in the models with uninsulated exterior walls (R-0) and high glazing Uvalue (U-0.55).
In summary, the reduction of heat transfer through balcony slabs with thermal breaks helps decrease energy consumption in residential buildings in which the predominant source of heat gain and loss is thermal conduction through opaque envelope.
Energy use intensity reduction
Energy use reduction due to balcony thermal breaks can be interpreted through the metrics, of energy use intensity (normalized to building area) and energy cost. The energy use intensity is used to compare building energy performance against established energy benchmarks. The residential building EUIs from the current study vary between 139 kBtu/ft 2 and 113 kBtu/ft 2 , which are significantly higher than the mean energy EUI of 75 kBtu/ft 2 for the residential apartments with 5+ units kBtu/ft 2 (ASHRAE Standard-100). These high EUI values show the extent of how much the conventional building design practice of poor architectural detailing and excessive glazing use compromise building energy performance. Something to note, the calculated building EUI values are significantly higher than the EUIs from similar energy studies, which tend to only account for heating and cooling-related energy consumption. The current study investigated building configurations that are based on realistic building designs and accounted for all energy use categories, including energy used in heating, cooling, domestic hot water generation, interior lighting, receptacles, elevators, fans, pumps, and heat rejection.
Cost savings
The reduction in annual energy consumption due to balcony thermal breaks can yield noticeable cost savings up to $6,000 in case of a 20-story building with continuous balconies. Because the majority of energy reduction is during heating season, the largest cost savings occur due to reduction in natural gas consumption. Cost savings were calculated using average utility rates for Illinois as of March 24, 2014: ¢88 per therm for natural gas and ¢8.31 per kWh for electricity. Therefore cost savings are a function of utility rates that will change depending on a geographic region and global energy prices.
CONCLUSION
In the course of this study, the research team monitored temperature of balconies and indoor floor slabs in a 14-story tall residential building located in the ASHRAE Climate Zone 5A in order to compare the thermal performance of the uninsulated and thermally-broken floor slabs using a thermal break product. This experiment showed that temperature gradients of thermally-broken slabs are consistently lower than that of uninsulated slabs, by an average of 1.5°F and a maximum of 5°F-8°F during cold days. Additionally, the research team conducted a parametric energy analysis to evaluate thermal break effect on the annual energy consumption in a hypothetical multi-family residential building located in Chicago. The analysis findings showed that installing balcony thermal breaks could potentially reduce total annual energy consumption by 1%-3% and yield noticeable cost savings, depending on configuration of building parameters. 
